Medfusion Pay: Patient-Friendly Payment Methods to Increase Revenue
Over 30% of your revenue now comes directly from your patients’ pockets – and with the rise in
High Deductible Health Plans, that number is increasing fast. If your portal, payment collection
options, and processing service are not working together to help patients seamlessly pay their
bills, you are shortchanging your practice.
Medfusion Pay offers 7 convenient ways for your patients to pay their bills quickly and electronically before, during and after their appointments. The result is you get paid more, faster, and
with less effort on the part of your staff because many reconciliation functions are integrated
directly to your PM system.

7 convenient ways for your patients to pay
1. Pre Check
A mobile-optimized check-in app and monitoring dashboard
that finishes pre-work and collects payment before the
patient arrives for their appointment.
2. Point of Sale Terminal
An easy way to accept credit and debit card payments
in office with our EMV/NFC terminals.
3. Virtual Terminal
Accept credit and debit card payments over the phone with
our virtual card swipers.
4. PayHere
Patients or caregivers can pay their bills right from your website or the portal sign-in
page with our PayHere payment feature that does not require a portal account.
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5. Online Bill Pay
Patients can quickly pay bills through the patient portal.
6. Payment Plans
Patients can work with your staff to set up an automatic draft payment plan to
settle balances over time.
7. eStatements and Printed Statements
By gradually shifting patient payments from printed to electronic statements, you can
dramatically reduce your billing costs. With our “better together” solution you deliver
one billing file and will get a fast, accurate statement that meets patient preferences.

Medfusion Pay Merchant Service and Pay Dashboard offers
7 ways to pay, one way to reconcile! With our merchant service and
reporting dashboard, every payment is tracked and can be searched
by patient, location, provider and 8 other attributes. No matter how
a payment comes in, everything is consolidated in one
place so your staff can save time with one-stop balancing
and reconciliation.
Medfusion has handled over 7.5 million
patient payments totaling over threequarters of a billion dollars.

To learn more about how Medfusion Pay can improve your
patient engagement and help you meet your business goals,
give us a call at 877-599-5123 or email us at
letstalk@medfusion.com.
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